APWPT - in Memory of Alan March

End of May our long year Board Member Alan March has passed away.

Alan represented within the APWPT-Board the interests of the UK regarding wireless production tools. He was Board-Member of the British Entertainment Industry Radio Group BEIRG. BEIRG and APWPT share the same goals to provide sufficient quality spectrum for professional productions and events. He was aware of the economic importance of this industry for small and medium sized companies, the social aspects of cultural events which are not possible without wireless technology. He also had in his view the amount of jobs this industry provides and the national income it generates. All this depends, among others, on the availability of sufficient spectrum.

But he also saw how the British regulator separates form the European standards and regulation: this puts the UK Entertainment industry into serious danger as it cannot benefit from the development outside the UK.

Alan brought into our organization to the benefit of our activities his expertise on technical and political matters as member of several European Working Groups. Deep understanding of the application itself he had as well accepted and appreciated spare time musician.

We will keep Alan in our heart and continue our work in his sense.